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I. I NTRODUCTION /M OTIVATION
On-device learning in a resource-constrained setting, specifically micro-controllers (MCUs), has the potential to significantly impact the performance of tinyML systems in the
following ways: (1) Model personalization, (2) Privacy, and (3)
Lower bandwidth requirements (improving power efficiency
and training speeds). On-device model personalization attempts to make necessary adjustments to account for end-user
idiosyncrasies and different target deployment environments.
Furthermore, in several cases, this allows for the system to
make best use of the abundant amount of domain specific
knowledge available during deployment. By processing and
learning from data on the edge, on-device learning promises
relatively better privacy than the majority of current edge
learning solutions, which upload user data to the cloud to
re-training the model. Lastly, without the need to transmit
parameter updates and data to the cloud or some central server,
communication bandwidth and latency can be significantly
reduced, which in turn, improves power efficiency and training speeds. Exciting application areas include personalized
medicine and rehabilitation [1] [2] [3] [4], human activity
recognition [5], elder care, image classification tasks on power
and hardware-constrained robots (including autonomous delivery drones), and smart home appliances.
Motivated in part by the Person Detection Assignment, this
work attempts to improve the performance and flexibility of
on-device binary image classification by implementing online
on-device transfer learning. As witnessed in the assignment,
while implementing transfer learning on the last fully connected layer demonstrated the ability to retrain a person/noperson classifier for mask/no-mask classification, the resulting
model was very sensitive to lighting conditions, face angle and
distance to the camera. Moreover, the model had relatively
high-error rates. In addition, note the following outline of the
associated learning workflow: collect several labeled images
→ upload the images to a computer/cloud → re-train →
freeze → prune → quantize → deploy. It is apparent that
this slow and laborious workflow is a bottleneck for model
personalization. This paper details an alternative method to
re-train and optimize for the target application at the click of
a button (literally!).

Currently, given the necessary energy, memory and compute
efficiency, training deep networks on MCUs seems far-fetched
and near impossible. Instead, online transfer learning is an
implementable edge learning mechanism that can make use of
the feature detection capabilities of a well-trained frozen base
model without having to gather/store/access large datasets and
parameter values on device. We believe that on-device transfer
learning on MCUs can provide a necessary and significant
boost to the field of TinyML and inspire several applications.
II. R ELATED W ORK
First, we will define the transfer learning problem in
the most general sense. Let a domain be defined as D =
{X , P (X )}, where X is the feature space and P (X) is
a marginal probability distribution. Additionally, a task is
defined, T = {Y, f }, where Y is the label space and f is
a predictive function.
Definition 1 [Transfer Learning Problem] [6] Given a
source domain DS , source learning task TS , a target domain
DT , and a target learning task TT , transfer learning attempts
to learn an effective predictive function fT in DT using
knowledge of domains, DS and DT , where DS 6= DT or
TS 6= TT
Transfer learning techniques are largely categorized as inductive, unsupervised or transductive [6]. Inductive transfer
learning involves the use of some labeled data in the target
domain to induce fT for the target task (where TS 6= TT ) on
DT . On the other hand, transductive and usupervised learning
involve learning fT on DT given labeled data only in the
source domain and no labeled data in both the source and
target domains respectively. In this work, we use inductive
transfer learning.
For deep transfer learning in particular, the two primary
methods currently employed are feature extraction and finetuning. In feature extraction, the bottleneck features (the
last activation maps before the fully connected layers) of a
trained base model are connected to a head model. In this
approach, the base model (or the feature extractor) is generally
immutable while the head model is trainable. On the other
hand, fine-tuning involves retraining some parameters of a
partly frozen model. This could entail freezing certain layers
and re-training others or adaptively selecting particular filters
in CNNs to re-train [7]. While a subtle difference, it should be
noted that fine-tuning is architecture-restrictive while feature

extraction isn’t (i.e. a pre-trained base model can feed to a
head model with any architecture).
In current literature, there isn’t much to find on on-device
transfer learning on MCUs since it is a very nascent field.
However, we are excited about its applications discussed in the
previous section. One such example is the detection of biofouling on marine vessels [8], in which the authors only used the
microcontroller (Raspberry Pi 3 Model B) to capture images
and conducted transfer learning and inference on the cloud.
This is a quintessential example of how microcontrollers with
on-device transfer learning capability can significantly extend
their utility.
TinyTL (Tiny Transfer Learning) [9] is a recently proposed
memory-efficient on-device learning algorithm. It reduces the
training memory footprint by freezing weights and only updating biases. They propose adding a lite residual module
that can generate a residual feature map. The module is
termed ”lite” because it shrinks the resolution by using a 2x2
average pooling to downsample the input feature map and use
group convolutions. Introduced in the AlexNet paper, group
convolutions are great for model parallelization and parameter
efficiency since the number of parameters is inversely proportional to the number of filter groups used. However, TinyTL
is not designed to work online and still requires ∼37MB of
memory, which is much larger than that available on MCUs
(approx. 512kB-1MB). Zhao et. al. [10] present an Online
Transfer Learning (OTL) algorithm that updates the model
using a weighted average of the original prediction function
and the newly trained prediction function.

Fig. 1. Overall Architecture

III. M ETHODS
All detailed methods and results were obtained using the
ArduCAM camera module, Arduino Nano BLE Sense, and
an I2C LCD display (for easier user interaction). The overall
network architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. The base model
is MobileNetV1 trained for person detection on the COCO
dataset, excluding the last fully connected softmax layer. The
head model is precisely the fully connected softmax layer
removed from the base model.
A. Input processing
ArduCAM connection and image pre-processing are all
similar to the assignment and the methodology detailed by
Warden [11]. We refer the reader to these sources for a more
detailed description of this component of the system. Images
are collected from the ArduCAM, which is connected to the
Arduino as shown in Fig. 2. We crop these images to a 96x96
resolution, decode the JPEG-encoded image and convert the
image to grayscale.
B. Base Model
MobileNetV1 uses 14 depthwise separable convolution layers, followed by an average pool layer and a final fully connected softmax classifier. Similar to Warden and Situnayake
[11], we use a width multiplier, α, of 0.25 and by using an
input resolution of 96x96x1, we implicitly set the resolution

Fig. 2. Wiring Schematic

multiplier to approximately 0.65. The width multiplier thins
the network uniformly at each layer, scaling down the number
of input and output channels by α. As a result, the computational cost (generally represented by multiply-add operations)
and the number of parameters are scaled down by approx.
α2 . While setting the width and resolution multipliers so
low provides for a significantly smaller and faster model,
the tradeoff is accuracy as noted in the original MobileNets
paper [12]. However, in the tinyML setting, this is a necessary
tradeoff. We would also like to note that MobileNetV1 was
selected on advice of Warden and Situnayake [11]. They argue
that it uses the smallest amount of RAM at runtime of all the
MobileNet versions.
We downloaded the relatively large COCO dataset (∼40GB)
and used the provided script in the assignment to convert the
images to appropriate TFRecords. Then, we trained the full

MobileNetV1 model from the provided previous checkpoint
with the configuration detailed in Table I. As learned in class,
the TFLite workflow was then used to export the trained
model, and freeze its weights. In order to remove the last
layer, we simply needed to add the last required layer as an
argument to the TFLiteConverter. In our case, this last layer
was M obilenetV 1/Logits/AvgP ool 1a/AvgP ool. The resulting tflite file was converted to a C++ source file (using
xxd) for deployment to the microcontroller. In order to allocate
enough working memory for the model (i.e. area for the all the
model’s input, intermediate and output tensors), we determined
the necessary arena size using an EdgeImpulse tool [13]. The
min. tensor arena size was determined to be 115,408 bytes.
This is 1232 bytes (∼1kB) smaller than the original full model
used in the assignment.

ezk
softmax(zk ) = PN
j=1

ezj

(2)

Since our application involves binary classification, N =
2. The softmax outputs are the corresponding classification
probabilities of each class. To process the result, we simply
note whether the probability for one class is larger than the
other. If so, the class with the larger probability is the outputted
result.
IV. T RAINING

TABLE I
M OBILE N ET V1 T RAINING C ONFIGURATION
Parameter
Learning Rate
Label Smooting
Learning Rate Decay Factor
# epochs/decay
Moving Avg. Decay
Batch Size
Max Steps

classification example, k ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, the outputs of
the fully connected layer, zk are simply, zk == wkT x + bk .
After the associated ∼514 multiply-add operations, the
outputs of the fully connected layer are passed to a softmax
function,

Training is initiated by the users via the push buttons.
By pressing the button corresponding to either target class,
the user can provide labeled training data to train the head
model. Granted that we acquire data as a stream, we employed
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with categorical crossentropy as the loss function for training.

Value
0.045
0.1
0.98
2.5
0.999
96
1005000

LCE (y) = −

N
X

1{y = k}ln(softmax(zk ))

(3)

k=1

C. Head Model
The output of the base model is a 256x1 tensor of unsigned
integers within the range of [0,256]. Granted that these are
large values, using such values in the fully connected layer
would result in large multiplication operations and exploading
gradients. In fact, without some normalization or scaling, these
values were unusable since they would quickly result in NaN
softmax input values. Hence, convert the inputs (outputs from
the base model), x = (x1 , x2 , ..., x256 ), to float32 values and
normalize them by the following operation,
xi − µx
xi = √
,
σ2 + 

i ∈ {1, 2..., 256}

where y is the data label (y ∈ {0, 1}) and 1{} is the
function,
(
1{y = k} =

y=k
y 6= k

(4)

The gradient of the loss function with respect to the weights
were easily calculated and an analytical solution was found
(described below).

(1)

where µx and σ 2 are the mean and variance of the
inputs respectively. For each image captured by the system, the base model outputs are normalized. There is no
batching. Since the base model is fixed (so the learning operation doesn’t change prior layer parameter values) and the data is received as a stream, techniques like
batch normalization [14] and layer normalization [15] are
irrelevant to our application. The normalized inputs then
are scaled down and standardized. These processed inputs are then fed into a fully connected (FC) layer with
256(FC input size)x2(FC ouput size/softmax input size) =
512 weights and 2 biases. The weights in this layer are initialized as some small random numbers (between 0 and 0.01) and
the biases are initialized as 0s. Let wk , bk denote the weights
and biases corresponding to the k th class. In our binary image

1
0

∂LCE
= −(1{y = k} − softmax(zk ))xk
∂wk

(5)

∂LCE
= −(1{y = k} − softmax(zk ))
∂bk

(6)

Setting the learning rate, η, appropriately and denoting t as
the current epoch, we get the following SGD updates,
∂LCE
∂wk

(7)

∂LCE
∂bk

(8)

wk (t + 1) = wk (t) + η
and,
bk (t + 1) = bk (t) + η

An overview of the code for these learning updates is
provided in the github repository linked in Section X. Weights
are stored as a float32 array of size 512 and biases as

a float32 array of size 2. While quantization could drastically improve the memory efficiency of this implementation, we note that this approach is well within the memory limits of the microcontroller. We surmise that the maximum memory overhead of the head model is approximately equal to the number of additional float variables
used, i.e., ∼[514(parameters)+256(inputs)+2(FC node values)+2(softmax outputs)+5(hyper-parameters and temp variables] = 779 additional float variables (4 bytes each). This is a
total of ∼3kB+1kB(LCD display operation)=4kB of memory.
From the upload statistics on PlatformIO, RAM has close to
80kB free RAM. This statistic also includes the u8x8 LCD
display library, which can be excluded. Thus, it is definitely
possible to train larger head networks. Understandably, this is
merely an estimation of memory usage since even Platform
IO’s tool is not entirely accurate. While we couldn’t find any
good memory usage/anaylzer tools, we think such a tool would
be indispensable to the tinyML community.
V. O UTPUT PROCESSING
The output of the image classifer model is displayed on
a HiLetgo 1.3” IIC I2C Serial 128x64 OLED LCD Display
Module. Initially, the display did not work out of the box. We
used an I2C scanner script to scan for the I2C addresses in use.
After some research, it was found that one of the addresses
ArduCAM uses is the same as that of the LCD display. To
change the device’s I2C address, we had to manually desolder
a surface mount resistor on the back of the display and solder
it back onto two different pads. This changed the LCD’s I2C
address and it began to work properly. While this is not entirely
related to tinyML, we thought to include this effort since the
class material on I2C was extremely helpful in completing this
part of the project.
VI. R ESULTS
The final system is shown in Fig. 3. By clicking the top
button, the MCU begins training class 0 (person/mask). On the
other hand, clicking the bottom button makes the MCU train
class 1 (no person/no mask). The labels are left open since the
transfer learning task could be extended to other applications
with different yet related source and target domains. The
display was very useful in for logging the results presented
in the remainder of this section.
We consider the mask/no mask application. Since data could
only be collected as groups of 1 or more images of either class
on this system, we define a “TL epoch” as a round of collecting
and running the learning algorithm on ∼2-5 images from each
class (one followed by the next). To test the system, we present
30 images for each class separately (by pointing the camera
at a mask-wearing person first and then at a maskless person).
We then record the associated True Positives (TPs), True
Negatives (TNs), False Positives (FPs), and False Negatives
(FNs) generated by the model. Note that normalization of base
model outputs is carried out for both test and train phases
to avoid discrepancy in the input data. Figure 4 depicts the
overall error rates for the system. While seemingly simple,

Fig. 3. Picture of final system

this figure possesses a lot of interesting perspectives about
our proposed transfer learning approach. Firstly, our solution
is highly subject to overfitting. The sudden drop in error rate
from the 4th to the 6th TL epoch was largely the result of
not diversifying the input data during this period. The camera
was held still in one position, resulting in relatively better
performance for that one position. However, when moved
from that position, the error rate shot back up. Also note that
the error rates initially indicate abysmal performance (>50%)
since a randomized picking algorithm could have done equally
as good (or even better in the long run). Finally, we slowly
see that with increasing amounts of data (more epochs), this
error rate gradually reduces to around 20%. Unlike the drop in
earlier epochs, this reduced error rate at TL epoch 18 is more
robust to camera angle and position changes. Figure 5 provides
more insight into the particular errors incurred by the model.
The most notable result is that the number of True Negatives
(TNs) increase over the epochs. This is largely because the
system threshold defaults to class 0 (mask) in the case that the
probabilities for each class are equal. In addition, since class
0 is trained first, the model may be initially overfitting to class
0. So, it makes sense that before training and during the first
few epochs, the number of true negatives would be relatively
lower. However, with more training epochs, the number of TNs
increase to a decent number. In addition, Figure 5 shows that

unlike the initial epochs, FNs and FPs don’t differ as much
by the last few epochs. In fact, they both eventually reduce to
around the same values.
The added robustness of the resulting model is a notable
feature. While not perfect, the model noticeably not nearly
as sensitive as the original model deployed in the person
detection assignment. Looking back at this assignment, at its
best, we recorded that the model was able to achieve near 90%
accuracy (10% error) granted that the user or camera did not
move much. While this is a better accuracy than we were able
to record, we would like to remind the reader that we were
deliberate in choosing different angles and positions to gather
input data. To better compare the two models, we re-uploaded
the assignment model to the MCU and did a similar test as
above. The results are summarized in Table II. The recorded
TL Model values in the Table are the epoch 18 values in Fig. 5.
Table II depicts the general performance of the original model.
Notably, its performance is very similar to the first few TL
epochs in Fig. 5. This could be because of the unavailability
of sufficient user-specific data, resulting in lower confidence
in class predictions.

Fig. 5. Confusion chart. Plot of the number of True Positives (TP), True
Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN)

•

TABLE II
M ODEL C OMPARISON
TP (/30)
TN (/30)
FN (/30)
FP (/30)
Error rate (%)

Original Model
27
6
3
24
45

TL Model
24
23
6
7
22

We hope to more rigorously test this model in the future
and record its behavior in more detail.

•

•
•
•

Fig. 4. Overall error rate vs. TL epochs. One TL epoch consists of a round
of ∼2-5 labeled images from each class (one followed by the next)

VII. C ONCLUSION /F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we demonstrated an approach to implement
learning, specifically transfer learning on resource-constrained
devices (such as MCUs). The results were promising but there
a several interesting future directions:

Streaming to Flash: We spent several days trying to
attain the ability to programmatically write weights to
Flash memory so that they are not lost in case the MCU
switches off. The two primary approaches attempted
included using Nordic’s Non-Volatile Memory Controller
(NVMC) and FlashIAPBlockDevices with MbedOS’ LittleFS. For the interested reader, both approaches are
commented out in the code linked to this paper. NVMC
proved difficult since it seemed that the linker only
seemed to place const variables in flash but by definition,
these variables were not updatable. FlashIAPBlockDevice
worked only under the condition that we could allocate
half of the MCU’s memory to it. However, our model
occupies little more than half of the memory.
Larger head model: As noted earlier in the paper, there
is much more free memory to work with, indicating that
larger head models should be feasible. Larger networks
with more layers could learn more features.
Reducing overfitting: Especially if larger head models
are used.
Better training user-interface
Semi-supervised learning presents an interesting approach to partially remove the human from online ondevice training. Most of the recent work on semisupervised learning involve minimizing some form of
consistency loss computed on unlabeled data [16] [17].
This provides high-level representations of the input data
which can improve performance and training times of
supervised learning on available labeled data. In fact, in
the context of transfer learning, semi-supervised learning
can be implemented in a sequential manner [18], i.e.
unsupervised learning followed by supervised learning.
This approach promises a mechanism to improve model
performance even with infrequent and limited access to
labeled data. A similar idea was proposed by Mesnil
et al. [19] in the Unsupervised and Transfer Learning
(UTL) Challenge. They suggested stacking layers each of
which were trained with different unsupervised training

algorithms, which eventually fed into a simple linear
classifier trained on a small set of labeled data. For
the particular unsupervised algorithms they used (some
of which include µ-ss-RBM, denoising auto-encoders,
constractive autoencoder, rectifiers), we refer the reader to
their paper. On-device semi-supervised transfer learning
may be particularly useful for emergency-event detection
edge AI (elderly care, machine failure, etc.) and broadly
speaking, could be another interesting direction for future
work.
VIII. R ESPONSIBLE AI
On-device transfer learning is an attempt to provide model
personalization while preserving privacy. In this paper, we
have presented a general approach to implementing on-device
MCU transfer learning for image classification. Below is
an outline of the context-relative informational norms for
the mask/no-mask on-device transfer learning application in
particular:
•
•

•

•

Context: Mask enforcement in public areas (including
restaurants, grocery stores, brick and mortar stores, etc.)
Actors: The subjects are the customers or patrons of
these public areas. Since no images are sent over-the-air,
the only recipient of the cusomter’s image is the MCU
itself. However, the MCU may trigger an alarm or request
assistance wirelessly if it determines that the customer
is not wearing a mask. Compared to current dege AI
implementations that transmit private sensor data to some
central processing unit, this approach reduces the number
of actors.
Attributes: The information collected is a picture of the
subject but this picture is not available anywhere but
on the MCU. In addition, each image is immediately
discarded after usage.
Transmission principle: Since no personal data is
transmitted other than an indication of whether they
are wearing a mask or not (which should be relevant
public information in any case), their privacy is not
compromised outside the MCU. Thus, despite the fact
that such systems could make it mandatory to take your
picture before you enter the public area, since there is
no transmission of personal data, it is fair to assume that
users implicitly consent to this imaging as a patron of
the public area. This principle is similar to implicitly
consenting to not causing a public nuisance when visiting
public areas.

In a nutshell, edge AI is privacy-empowering since it
eliminates the need for the transmission of sensitive data.
While this doesn’t mean it is impenetrable, it guarantees that
private user-specific data is only available on-device and only
used to improve system performance.
IX. G ROUP D ETAILS
This is the work of Vikram Ramanathan.

X. I NSTRUCTIONS FOR R EPRODUCTION OF THIS W ORK
Please refer to the wiring diagram, Fig. 2 to correctly
connect the Arduino, ArduCAM module, display and push buttons. Furthermore, we refer the reader to the Person Detection
Assignment and the Methods section of this paper for detailed
instructions on creating the necessary image classification
pipeline on the Arduino and training a model using the COCO
dataset.
Download the code from this github repo [20]. Assuming
you have PlatformIO set up, you simply need to upload the
.ino file in the project to the MCU.
Please contact me at {vikram.ramanathan1@gmail.com} if
you run into any problems.
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